
 

In this article, we will be exploring the advantages of using a programmable digital display to implement IC 5023-programmable LED color mixing. The software is designed to work with a computer running any Windows, macOS or Linux operating system. A simple mouse click on a range of colors is all you need to make the mixture. You can also use one color as your base and change it by clicking
on an adjacent color for your final product. All colors are available in 16 million shades ranging from 0% brightness to 100% brightness, which allows for fine tuning according to your design needs and applications This programmable digital display is used in various commercial industries including lighting design, broadcast production, architectural displays and more. This IC 5023 programmable
digital display can be controlled using any computer running Windows, OS X or Linux. To invoke the software, you only need to click on the "IC 5023" button that is displayed in the control bar at any given time. Then you can select the colors that you want to see in action with a simple mouse click. This soft-touch color wheel allows you to soft-touch through an unlimited number of 16 million
shades ranging from 0% brightness to 100% brightness by simply clicking on adjacent colors. You can also use one color as your base and change it by clicking on an adjacent color for your final product. All colors are available in 16 million shades ranging from 0% brightness to 100% brightness. All color sampling and dynamic color mixing is done by the IC 5023. The software doesn't know how to
sample or mix colors, so it can only display the actual results of color sampling and dynamic color mixing, which does not provide any functional value for video presentations. Don't be fooled by these misleading claims: this digital display is all you need to control IC 5023 output signals at any given time, because it's just a soft-touch color wheel that displays your desired results at any given time after
it's controlled by you. First, the IC 5023 is a highly visible color display with a large 7-segment LED dot matrix. It's visible from a far distance and has a high contrast ratio with 700 nits, so it's easy to read. Second, the IC 5023 can be used as a programmable output device that is not limited by any fixed routine or set of rules that must be applied to obtain specific results related to video mixing. For
example, most digital LED color wheels are pre-programmed to obtain the results they expect from their customers. They will send you from one color to another in a fixed pattern until your ordered product is finished. That is why we call this digital display a programmable output color wheel with soft-touch capability. Third, the IC 5023 digital display has a 170° field of view, which means it's
capable of displaying nearly any type of color or pattern that can be achieved by mixing those colors and controlling those patterns. That means you can control the results as you desire. It's like mixing paint colors at home, except you don't need any paint to get the desired results because this digitally controlled device will deliver them to you immediately after you control its color mixing capabilities
at your own convenience. Fourth, the IC 5023 digitally controlled display has no driver or interface to install. Icom Ic F5023 Software 60
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